Abstract—Detecting outliers is one of the fundamental tasks in visual analytics and valuable in many application domains, such as suspicious network cyberattack recognition. This paper introduces an approach to analyzing and visualizing high-dimensional time series, focusing on identifying multivariate observations that are significantly different from the others. We also propose a prototype, called MTSAD, to guide users when interactively exploring abnormalities in large time series. The prototype contains two views: the main window provides an overview of identified outliers overtime, the detail window investigates and explores the ranked temporal data entries based on their outlying contributions to the overall plots. The visual interface supports a full range of interactions, such as lensing, brushing and linking, ranking, and filtering. To validate the benefits and usefulness of our approach, we demonstrate MTSAD on real-world datasets of different numbers of attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multivariate time series data is growing in terms of both the number of time steps and the number of dimensions from various application domains [1], such as cybersecurity, business, and health care. For example, each state in the United States can be considered as a data entry that is measured based on various economic sectors (such as manufacturing, business, education, and farming). These economic indicators change every month. An example outlier in a given month is a state which has significant drops on these economic indicators due to hurricane [2].

Abnormality detection is one of the critical applications of this type of data. An abnormal point is one that is significantly different from the others in a dataset. In multivariate data, an unusual point can be identified by a significant difference in individual dimension or in a combination [3]. It may indicate adverse effects such as fraud and security breach or merely noises. It may also have positive indications, such as abnormally high website traffic due to releases of a new product. In either case, these unusual behaviors are often of interest to organizations [4].

Abnormality detection with multiple outliers becomes more complicated due to the masking and swamping effects [5]. The masking effect is that an outlier is not detected due to the presence of another outlying point. On the other hand, the swamping effect is that a regular observation is wrongly identified as an outlier because of the presence of another point(s) [6]. Highlighting masking and swamping effects are challenging and computationally expensive. In this paper, we tackle this problem by introducing a leave-one-out mechanism for high-dimensional data. The idea is straightforward: we leave a data entry out and recompute the outlying score of the new plot and compare it to the original one [7].

Our contributions in this paper thus are:

• We propose an interactive prototype, MTSAD, to highlight and explore outliers in high dimensional time series. The visual interface supports a full range of interactive operations, such as lensing, brushing and linking, ranking, and filtering.

• We demonstrate the benefits of our approach by using MTSAD on real-world datasets. The proposed technique can be scaled and applied to other data arisen in various application domains.

The paper is structured as follows: We describe related work in the following section. Then we introduce our MTSAD components and implementation through visual examples. We present MTSAD application on multivariate health metric data of 467-node cluster at the High-Performance Computing Center at Texas Tech University in the Use Cases section. We argue that by investigating higher dimensional data, we can detect the outliers which are usually not discernable in lower dimensions. Finally, we conclude our work and present future research direction.
II. RELATED WORK

Time series data contains the values of monitoring variables collected over time. A time series \( (X) \) can be formally defined as: \( X = \{x^1, x^2, ..., x^n\} \), where \( n \) is the number of observed time steps and \( x^t = \{x^t_1, x^t_2, ..., x^t_m\} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the observed values for \( m \) monitoring variables at time \( t \) (from 1 to \( n \)). The observations of a single variable (\( m = 1 \)) over time make univariate time series. On the other hand, the observations of multiple variables (\( m > 1 \)) over time make multivariate time series.

Multivariate time series are becoming more popular for organizations’ monitoring tasks and so the need to detect abnormalities in the data over time. Therefore, there is a large number of researches in this field in the literature. The established and potential applications are ranging from cybersecurity [8] and fraud detection [9] to environmental issues [10]. One of the familiar sources of this type of datasets is from large internet companies or high-performance computing centers. For these organizations, it is critical to monitor the server metrics (e.g., CPU utilization, memory utilization, and power usage), across time, and to detect unusual behaviors. Once identified, preemptive actions can be taken to provide better services (e.g., performances or securities). Examples of such monitoring systems are the cluster trace datasets from Google [11] and Alibaba [12].

A. Abnormality detection methods for multivariate time series

Abnormality detection methods are used to extract abnormal information from data before visualizing them in our solution. There are many statistical methods applied to anomaly detection in the literature. Readers of interest can refer to a paper published by Wilkinson [3] on an excellent review of these techniques. One popular statistical outlier detection method is John Tukey’s one [13]. This method defines Interquartile range (IQR) to detect outliers in a dataset. The IQR is defined as

\[
IQR = 3^{rd\ quartile} - 1^{st\ quartile}\tag{1}
\]

Then the region(s) contains the normal data points are within the upper and lower bounds, which are defined as:

\[
upperbound = 3^{rd\ quartile} + IQR \times factor\tag{2}
\]

\[
lowerbound = 1^{st\ quartile} - IQR \times factor\tag{3}
\]

where the factor is usually set to 1.5, or the users could tweak this value to suit their applications and requirements.

Researchers also applied machine learning techniques to abnormality detection in large multivariate time series such as Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [14], and more recently, Support Vector Machines (SVM), tree-ensembles, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [15]. Specifically, Takeuchi and Yamanishi [16] proposed a unifying framework for detecting outliers and change points called ChangeFinder. They adopt ARIMA to learn a sequence of probability density functions denoted as \( \{p_t' : t = 1, 2, ...\} \) from the observed data. They then define a conditional probability density function to give the probability of values at time \( t + 1 (x^{t+1}) \) given the observed values before time \( t (\{x^1, x^2, ..., x^t\}) \) as \( p_t' (x^{t+1} | x^1, x^{t-1}, ..., x^t) \). These probability density functions can then be used to give outlying scores for the actual observed values at time \( t + 1 \) (e.g., using logarithmic loss scores). Besides, these functions can also be used to predict the expected values at the time \( t + 1 (\hat{x}^{t+1}) \). The outlying scoring metric can then be the quadratic difference between the predicted values and the actual observed data at time \( t + 1 (x^{t+1}) \).

On the other hand, SVM [17], specifically, One-class SVM had been applied to abnormality detection by Heller et al. [18] and gained initial success. This algorithm provides a binary function to identify the coverage region(s) for normal input data based on some probability density function defined by the users. This function returns +1 for a normal data point and -1 elsewhere. On the other hand, Isolation Forest (IF) as part of the tree-ensembles’ techniques was also applied in abnormality detection by Liu et al. [19]. The main idea of IF is that decision trees would need a higher number of splits to separate a normal point from the others. On the contrary, it would require a significantly smaller number of splits to isolate an outlying point.

With the recent advancements of Artificial Neural Networks, they were also used in abnormality detection. In case of time series, it is natural to apply Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [20] ANNs in this problem. Malhotra et al. [21] implemented the idea with two main stages. First, at a given time point, the algorithm generates predictions for the future data using data observed before this point. Then it compares the predicted values with the actual values to generate the outlying scores using dis/similarity metrics (e.g., root mean squared error).

These machine learning approaches require a large amount of data and a significant amount of time to train models before applying them for detecting abnormalities. These requirements are the barriers to using machine learning approaches in an online monitoring system in which the data changes dynamically and frequently. We aim to apply our solution in real-time monitoring tasks, which allow frequent changes in the environment. Therefore, in this work, we use Tukey’s well-known statistical approach to outlier detection, which leverages the IQR as described above.

B. Multivariate time series visualization

We also incorporate visualization in our solution to envision the calculated outlying scores. Line-graphs and heat-maps are commonly used to visualize time series data [10]. Line-graphs can show trends and value differences well. However, it creates visual cluttering issues in application to datasets with a large number of time-series. On the other hand, heat-map helps to resolve the cluttering issue by leveraging the other visualization attribute (e.g., cell color). However, heat-maps require large display spaces for sizeable multivariate time-series. The use of animation can circumvent the need for displaying the entire dataset over time. However, it requires the analysts to memorize the visualization components in the previous several time steps or to replay the animation.
several times while analyzing the data at a specific time. These requirements lead to less effectiveness for data analysis and data exploration [22].

Another approach to deal with the cluttering of visualization elements is to use small multiples [23]. Small multiples show snapshots of the data via a few consecutive time steps.

For multivariate data visualization, radar chart [24] and parallel coordinates [25] are often used. Radar chart is a geometric projection to visualize multidimensional data in two-dimensional space in a circular manner. In a radar chart, equiangular axes are used to represent variables (which can be manually organized by users). The distance from the center (or a specified offset from the center) of the radar to the point on an axis represents the variable value [26]. A polygon connecting points representing variable values of a single item. This polygon characterizes the shape of that item. Figure 1 (a) gives an example of using a radar chart to visualize nine critical variables (i.e., CPU1 Temp, CPU2 Temp, Inlet Temp, Memory Usage, Fan1 Speed, Fan2 Speed, Fan3 Speed, Fan4 Speed, and Power consumption) for 467 computation nodes collected from a high performance computing center [27] at a university, at one time step. Each polygon path represents a computation node and the red path is the outlying one.

Similarly, the parallel coordinates [28] is another methodology for visualizing multivariate data based on a non-projective mapping between N-Dimensional and 2-Dimensional sets. The data items are represented by lines and hyperplanes, allowing the visualization of multidimensional relation rather than just finite point sets. Figure 1 (b) is an example of using parallel coordinates to visualize five economic sectors (i.e., Leisure, Construction, Government, Transportation, and Nonfarm) in the employment dataset retrieved from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [29]. The parallel coordinates are the five sectors, the paths represent the states, and the red paths are the outlying ones.

Our solution uses the radar chart instead of parallel coordinates since it can capture the morphology of multidimensional curves [30]. However, the choice of multivariate representations does not affect the underlying mechanism to compute outlying/inlying scores of the plots. In other words, the outliers/inliers should be visible in both radar charts and parallel coordinates (or other types of multivariate representations). Also, with the reasons discussed above, MTSAD uses small-multiples to visualize the time dimension of the multivariate time-series.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our proposed solution to outlier detection is based on two main components: back-end outlying computation and front-end visualizations and interactions.

A. Outlier detection method

In multivariate data, different dimensions may have different ranges of values. So, the first step in our approach is to normalize the data for all variables into a specified range (e.g., [0, 1]). This step assures that no individual variable is going to dominate the outlying score in our computation. We aim to apply our solution to real-time monitoring tasks. In these, it is often required to provide abnormality detection in a real-time and unsupervised manner. Therefore, we use Tukey’s well known outlying detection method utilizing IQR to specify the upper bound for the outlying score as described in (1) and (2). Our approach does not consider the lower bound as it is based on multidimensional distances of a point to the other points. If a point is far from the others based on the threshold produced by the Box-Plot rule, then it is outlying and is not otherwise. This approach also increases computation efficiency, since we would not need to consider distances from an individual point to all others. We only need to consider the minimum distance from that point to other data items. Meaning we are making use of the minimum spanning tree (MST) built from all data items in our outlying computation.

Figure 2 shows an example of MST for the stock data (stock close value vs. stock volume) at a time step from the New York Stock Exchange dataset collected from Kaggle [31]. On the left panel, each dot represents a stock. Also, on the right panel, green edges have normal MST lengths, while red edges
are significantly longer identified by Box-Plot rule. Therefore, red dots are considered as outlying stocks in our approach. Notice also that dots within a close proximity have been aggregated into bins [32] to simplify the MST and reduce the computational cost.

As part of the monitoring task, we are not only considering the outlying status of the whole set of items at once but also the outlying measure of every individual data point at a specified time step. To do this, MTSAD applies leave-one-out approach to outlying computation process. In this leave-one-out approach, the outlying score of the whole dataset is first computed, then every data item is left out, and the outlying score is recomputed. The difference between the two outlying scores at a time step indicates the contribution of the left-out data item in the overall dataset at that time. It is also worth noticing that the naive approach to the leave-one-out strategy is computationally expensive. Therefore, to make this strategy scalable, we first apply the binning process before building the MST (as discussed before). Furthermore, we only leave-out the singleton bins (bins with only one data entry) and compute the contribution of these bins (i.e., their corresponding individual entries) to the overall outlying score. The reason is that if a bin contains more than one data entry, then the entries in that bin are not outlying.

To appreciate the importance of masking and swamping effects in abnormality detection, besides the concept of outlying data points, we provide a new concept called “inlying data points”. That is, if we leave a data item out, then the outlying score of the resulted dataset increases or decreases, meaning this individual data point contributes to the overall outlying score. The decrement might mean that the data item itself is outlying, or its presence brings more outlying points (swamping effect). These points are called outliers in our approach. On the other hand, the score increment indicates that the data point hides the other outlying points if it exists in the dataset (masking effect). Such data items are called “inlying data points” or inliers in this paper. Figure 3 shows an example of inlier in the prevalence of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) dataset collected from the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) repository [33]. The two variables are the prevalence of HIV female (ages 15-24) and male (in the same age range). In particular, the existence of Lesotho has masked the fact that Botswana is also significantly high on the prevalence of HIV. By removing Lesotho, Botswana now becomes an outlier as shown in the right panel of Figure 3. Hence, Lesotho is considered as the inlier of this scatterplot.

Thus far, we show the MST example (Figure 2) and outlier/inlier example (Figure 3) in a 2D since it is easier to demonstrate the ideas in a two-dimensional space. However, the concept of outlier/inlier detection and our prototype can be naturally extended to multivariate outlier detection and visualization. The current MST distance metric is Euclidean. However, to avoid the “curse of dimensionality”, other metrics (e.g., Manhattan distance $L_1$) could also be explored [34] in the future research.

B. Visualization components and interactions

Figure 4 shows the main visualization components of our solution applied to a multivariate time series dataset collected from a high-performance computing center at a university [35]. The top panel contains a set of small multiples listed from left to right according to their timestamps. Each small-multiple is a radar chart plotting health metrics (such as CPU temperature, CPU load, memory usage, fan speed, and power usage) of 467 computing nodes in this center. The large numbers of curves (representing 467 nodes per radar chart) requires high rendering costs and produce visual cluttering issues. To overcome these issues, we only plot individual inlying and outlying entries as red and green curves correspondingly. Other normal computing nodes at each time step are aggregated into clusters using k-means algorithm [36] and visualize them as gray bands. This strategy also helps to highlight outlying/inlying data entries in the plot and thus is helpful in the abnormality detection process.

Figure 5 is an example of MTSAD radar chart representation to visualize nine essential variables at a specified time step in the dataset from the high performance computing center. The red curves are outlying computation nodes (one with low
Fig. 4. Main visualization components of MTSAD applied in a multivariate time series dataset collected from a high performance computing center. These components include a timeline, a set of radar-chart small-multiples, the overview outlying box-plots, the item profile sections, and interactive options to assist the abnormality exploration process.

Also, the user can click on the thumbnail to bring out a detail view on demand (see fig. 7H).

Fig. 5. MTSAD radar chart to visualize nine essential variables for 467 computation nodes from a high performance computing center. The red curves represent computation nodes with outlying data. The grey blobs represent clusters of normal nodes.

Fig. 6. The detail view in our MTSAD visualization of two example data entries. For instance, the solid line, at the blue arrow, is the baseline for the data entry (its position). The dashed line at the red arrow shows the outlying scores across the time of the multidimensional plots (the radar charts). The purple stream shows negative contributions, and the green one represents the positive contributions of the data entry to the overall outlying score of the multidimensional plots.

Figure 6 explains the view of outlying/inlying entries at the bottom panel of figure 4, called data entry (or data item interchangeably) profile section. Each data entry (e.g., data entry 1 or data entry 2) is displayed at a baseline (e.g., at the blue arrow in the figure for data entry 1). Furthermore, for each data entry, there are purple/green stream graphs to represent outlying/inlying contributions of the data entry across time correspondingly (purple for negative contribution and green for positive contribution). These stream graphs stem from an outlying baseline (e.g., at the red arrow in the figure for data entry 1). This outlying baseline represents the overall outlying score (ranging from 0 to 1.0 exclusively) of the multivariate plot at a time step as a whole (i.e., without leaving any data entry out). The green/purple stream graphs show how much the outlying score increases/decreases compared to the overall outlying baseline if the data entry is left out. The data entry position and the outlying base-lines (at the blue and red arrows), and the outlying scores labels (on the left) are visualized in Figure 6 to help explain the visualization concept. However, they are removed in our solution to avoid visual cluttering issues.
Also, as the aim of this application is to highlight the temporal inlying/outlying signatures of data entries. We filter out the other data entries which do not have significant contributions to the overall outlying scores of the datasets over time. This filtering operation also helps to reduce the visual load for users and therefore allows them to focus on data entries, which are more fluctuated in the time series. Furthermore, the data entries are ordered to bring the data entries with higher abnormality scores to higher places on the profile section to suggest investigation priorities.

To support the abnormality exploration process, MTSAD provides analysts with a rich set of interactive options [37], [38]. These interactions can be broadly classified into two categories as overall view options and on-demand details options (e.g., lensing, brushing, linking, and searching). The first category controls the overview of the system, and the latter allows the user to investigate details about a particular data item at a specific time step.

Belonging to the first category, MTSAD provides users an option to select a dataset to analyze from the dropdown at the top-left corner (see fig. 7A). There are also options to order the data entries in the data item profile section (see fig. 7B). These options are ordering by outlying/inlying scores (“Order time series by” options) over the brushing step only or all the lensing steps (“Order time interval” options). The scoring order options are by outlying score, or inlying score, or the sum of the absolute values of both (i.e., it brings the data items with the higher corresponding scores on top). The “Order time interval” options allow the user to control the order by using the corresponding score(s) over the brushing step only or overall the lensing steps. These ordering options enable the analyst to control how MTSAD organize the data entries as such to bring the items of interest to the top of the data entry profile section.

The application also provides analysts with options to do the lensing task automatically and show/hide outlying/inlying scores (see fig. 7C). The “Auto lensing” option, if selected, the application lenses automatically at the time step with the highest inlying/outlying or both (depending on the chosen option) score over the whole time series. It also brings the item to the top of the item profile panel. This functionality helps to point the analyst straight to where the “hot spots” are in the current multivariate time series to further investigate the potential abnormalities. The second checkbox (“Show scores”) in this group allows the analyst to toggle the actual outlying/inlying scores for each data item over the whole time series. This option enables the analyst to quantitatively examine the actual outlying/outlying scores that MTSAD computes in its underlying computation process.

The second category of interactive options enables the on-demand details while exploring abnormalities using MTSAD. The first interaction type in this category is lensing. Whenever the analyst mouseovers a specific time step on the top timeline (see fig. 7D), the underlying radar chart and data entries at that
time step are scaled to provide better views about the data at the specified period. The scaling effect is also applied to the nearby items to assist the exploration task. The application orders the data entry profile section at the lensed period with the corresponding ordering options described above (see fig. 7B).

Besides, to investigate a specific data item, the analyst has options to mouseover that data entry in the item profile section (e.g., see fig. 7E) or to search for a specific entry using the search box (e.g., see fig. 7F). The system then highlights the data entry in the item profile section and fades out the others to let the user focus on analyzing the outlying/inlying score evolution across time for the specified entry. Similarly, small-multiples of radar charts also highlight the data item (as curves) or its corresponding clusters (as blobs) across time to allow the analyst to see how the data profiles evolve. For instance, it was outlying or belonging to some specific clusters (see fig. 7G). Furthermore, the analyst also has an option to click on any radar chart thumbnail to bring up the detail view of the chart for further investigation of the data at the specified time step. For instance, Figure 7H shows a detail view when the user clicks on the radar chart thumbnail at time step 12 of this dataset.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The solution is implemented as a web interface using JavaScript and D3.js [39]. Also, the leave-one-out computation process is expensive. Therefore, MTSAD splits this task into independent parts and executes them in parallel to save computation time. The current implementation uses web workers [40] to implement parallelisms. The source codes, demonstration pages, and videos are hosted on the Github page of the project: https://idatavisualizationlab.github.io/V/MultiOutliers/demos.html.

V. USE CASES

To validate the use of MTSAD, we applied it in monitoring nine different essential variables for 467 computation nodes from a high performance computing center at a university. The following use-cases describe different situations where our monitoring solution is useful.

A. Use-case 1

The monitoring period for this use-case is on March 21, 2019, from 2:00 PM until 4:25 PM (five minutes every step and total of 30 steps). At 2:00 PM, the temperatures of the computation nodes began to rise. Fig. 8A is a details view of the nine monitoring variables at 2:20 PM. It is observable that several computation nodes were heating, and two nodes were outlying due to having high temperatures. Also, a few nodes started to sense the heat and increased their fan speeds. After that, the temperatures and fan speeds increased steadily. By 3:50 PM (see fig. 8B), it is visible that temperatures and fan speeds for many computation nodes were high. After that, at 4:25 PM, the system stopped receiving data from the high performance computing center.

Our system detected this suspicious behavior, and we reported this to the system administrators from the high performance computing center. They confirmed the issue and explained that it was due to the problem with the chilled water system (a system that is in charge of cooling the computation nodes at this center). Also, by 4:25 PM, they needed to make an emergency shutdown for all the computation and login nodes to avoid any further harm to the computing center before fixing the chilled water issue.

Furthermore, this use-case also proves the idea that inliers are equally important compared to outliers in the process of abnormality detection. For instance, it is obvious from Figure 8B that if we used the Box-Plot rule to compute outlying scores, there would be no outliers at 3:20 PM time step. Even though compute-1-25 had low values and compute-7-55 had high values for the monitoring variables compared to the others. Due to the masking effect, these two were not detected as outliers. However, leaving either one out in the outlying score calculation leads to higher outlying scores. Thus, the inlying score helps in this case to overcome the masking effect. In other words, the inliers enable the identification of potential outliers.

B. Use-case 2

The monitoring period for this use case was every one hour starting from June 23, 2019, at 01:00 AM until June 26, 2019, at 2:00 PM. Due to a long monitoring time and limited display space, in this case, the time-line switches to the time-step display (i.e., 0 up to 85) instead of the actual date/time display on the time-line. Figure 9 shows a sample output for this use-case when we mouse-over compute-6-2. MTSAD shows the evolution of the monitored variables for this computation node across time. It is observable that this computation node was constantly outlying due to the high values of temperatures and fan speeds. These constantly high values are harmful to the computation node, but the system administrator from this high performance computing center did not recognize this situation. MTSAD detected this harmful situation and brought compute-6-2 to the top of the item profile section to suggest investigations. Also, when mouse over the compute-6-2, it was all represented as red, outlying curves from time step 0 up to time step 70 (i.e., from the start until 11:00 PM on June 25, 2019). We then reported this to the system administrators, and they discovered that this node was heavily scheduled during this period. They then rescheduled the loads for this computation node. Thus, from June 26, 2019, at midnight onward, compute-6-2 became normal, and this computation node was clustered with other normal nodes (displayed as grey blobs for a group of nodes instead of a red curve as for outlying node).

Besides compute-6-2, MTSAD also brought compute-1-26 to the top of the item profile section. This ordering event suggested us to investigate this case further. Fig 10 shows a view of MTSAD when clicking on the thumbnail of the radar chart at time step 4. This detail view shows that compute-6-2 had a high outlying score due to high temperatures and
fan speeds. On the other hand, compute-1-26 was the top computation node in the item profile section due to its low values for the monitoring variables. This type of low-value outlier is equally important in this case because it shows that the computation node was underutilized while the other was heavily loaded. These two different types of outliers indicate that there is a need for finding better scheduling algorithms to balance the workload in this high-performance computing center.

Our solution received positive feedback from the center system administrators. They commented that MTSAD effectively detects and highlights the outlying/inlying computation nodes with high values for the monitoring variables. These high values suggest the system administrators take preemptive actions before the involved computation nodes become harmful. Equally important, it also provides warning signals via high outlying/inlying scores for computation nodes with low values for those variables. These high and low values indicate the inefficiency of the currently used load balancing algorithm. Please refer to the demo page at the Github page of our project to explore such use cases.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a technique and an interactive interface for visualizing and analyzing high-dimensional time series data, which are becoming more and more popular. The technique adopts the leave-one-out validation metaphor into measuring the outlying score differences as the data item is temporarily knocked out from the current plot. The visualization presents data item temporal signatures by keeping track of the leave-one-out outlying changes overtime. The visual interface supports a wide range of interactive operations for exploring complex and large multivariate data, such as filtering, ranking, and lensing. This work is demonstrated on multivariate data generated from a high-performance computing center at a university. Predicting multivariate outliers based on the historical signatures of data entries is an interesting future extension of this work.
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